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The Acceleration of
Transportation Shortages...Part 1
Just when you thought the world pandemic maybe subsiding with the acceleration of the vaccine
in full distribution, a new type of acceleration is taking place. It called port congestion caused by
chronic box shortages. In other words, stuff is sitting in the ports not being moved! According
to the Container xChange, we have equipment shortages in Chinese ports coupled with delays to
vessels increasing and container shortages. Ports on the west coast, and further east in Chicago
in particular, have struggled to cope with a surge in imports, putting West Coast facilities “under
immense pressure”. Container xChange reports, “The many containers arriving at the ports must
be transported to terminals and warehouses. Containers stuck at the ports also mean that many
operations are put to a halt. Something, that also influences the container availability.”
So, let us see if we can find an expert who can help us out here. US West Coast port congestion
was confirmed by US transport consultant Jon Monroe, who said, “US importers and trucking
companies struggle to work with some of the terminals, especially in the ports of Los Angeles and
Long Beach.” What is interesting is that this information started coming out around November
2020. And yet…here we are in April of 2021 and it has gotten worse. Why is that? I think Mr.
Monroe give us a clue later in the article of which I will touch up on shortly.
I was made aware of the transportation shortages not through the news but from my suppliers.
I did hear the news on the Suez Canal accident but did not anticipate the effects it would have on
worldwide transportation. Here’s some of the information that was provided to from the supplier.
The Suez Canal accident is putting more pressure on an already strained global system. The number of
ships waiting to transit the canal peaked last Monday, at 367. About 80-90 ships have transited per day
since the Ever Given was refloated, according to Leth Agencies. Prior to the accident, there were 52.7 per day
(year to date). But even as transits surge, more ships keep arriving. As of Saturday, there were still 156 ships
at anchor awaiting passage through the Suez Canal. That’s about three times as many as normal.
Nathan Stang, global head of ocean freight at freight forwarder Flexport explains that because
ships travel the canal Northbound, bunching will occur in European Ports. Bunching is in effect a
situation that occurs when to too many ships arriving at once, creating congestion. He added that
this will create delays for European and East Coast services. The consequences of the disruption
at the Suez Canal and congestion at European ports will limit the number of empty containers
transported back to Asia. This, in turn, will reduce the number of empty containers available to stuff
with Chinese exports bound for the U.S. on trans-Pacific routes.
There is no doubt that the Suez Canal incident exacerbated the transportation shortages. As I
mentioned earlier, the transportation shortages were already being reported as early as November
2020. The Suez Canal incident happened 3 weeks ago. So back to my earlier question…why? I may
have a partial answer for now. I found a quote by Mr. Monroe that was remarkably revealing!
“We should remember that carriers began managing (manipulating) the space before contracts were
Continued on page 18
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TACKLING GUT
HEALTH IN 2021
By Courtney Ferris

Post Office Box 8, Dunnigan, California 95937
+1 530-476-3000 | sales@sunvalleyrice.com
W W W. S U N VA L L E Y R I C E . C O M
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In response to the
COVID-19 pandemic,
wellness trends have shifted
toward strengthening the
immune system. Research
tells us that around 70 to 80
percent of the immune cells
in the body reside in the gut.
The gut microbiome is linked
to everything from cognitive
and immune function to
gastrointestinal health
and weight management.
According to research
from ADM’s Outside Voice
platform, nearly half of U.S.
consumers believe that good
gut health is important for
overall well-being. With an
accelerated focus on the gut
microbiome, consumers
are turning to foods and
beverages with prebiotic,
probiotic, and postbiotic
nutrition for increased
immune support.
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According to Mintel, 30% of consumers
have tried food and drinks with probiotic
benefits, and 40% are willing to try food
and drinks that support their gut health.
Whole fruits and veggies may be the
foundation of a holistic approach to
health, but thanks to food manufacturers
and ingredient suppliers, it’s just the first
step. Value-added or nutrition “hacked”
products are the future of F&B, where
innovation forces products, such as dried
fruit, to pull double duty on grocery store
shelves.
For example, in 2019, Horizon Organic
introduced a line of organic whole milk,
Growing Years, with added nutrition
and vitamins. Every serving of Growing
Years organic dairy provides 50mg
DHA-Omega-3 to help support brain
health, choline to help transport DHA
in the body, and prebiotics to help feed
good bacteria in the gut. That’s some
pretty special milk! As of March 2021,
the Growing Years line has expanded to

include smoothies, yogurt, and milk boxes.
Similarly, Mariani Packing Company
offers a full line of Probiotic dried fruit,
which combines the natural prebiotics
found in fruit with GanedenBC30®
probiotics, a probiotic that is 10x
more effective than yogurt cultures in
surviving the transit through the harsh
stomach environment into the gut.
Recent research supports that dried fruit,
specifically prunes, are naturally rich in
phenols, which may inhibit growth of
bad bacteria and act as a prebiotic fuel
by stimulating the growth of beneficial
bacteria. The combination of prebiotics
and probiotics in Mariani Probiotic
Single-Serve Packs of Probiotic Apricots
and Probiotic Prunes “help boost
immune and digestive wellness anywhere
they [consumers] are; at home, work,
school, or travel”.
These prebiotic and probiotic products
highlight an interesting point: yogurt
isn’t the only player in the gut health

game anymore. From boozy beverages to
protein powders to dried fruit, prebiotics
and probiotics are finding their way in
a variety of consumer goods, helping
evolve a marketplace that once catered to
an older demographic.
Likewise, items that are naturally rich
in probiotics, such as sauerkraut, are also
making a comeback in kitchens around
the world. Sales for sauerkraut and
kimchi surged over 900 percent in 2020,
according to e-commerce data from
software firm Bloomreach.
As food manufacturers look ahead,
innovative products that are not only
healthy but can also deliver specifically
on gut nutrition will continue to trend in
a post-pandemic world. While the U.S.
digestive health market has been on a
steady upward trend, almost tripling in
size over the last decade and predicted to
reach $5.7B USD by 2024, the pandemic
has added a new sense of urgency when it
comes to gut health.

Ag Alumni Seed
Leaders in Hybrid Popcorn Research, Production
and Customer Service
Ag Alumni Seed
has worked hard to
gain its leadership
position in the
development and
release of high
performance
popcorn hybrids.
With this position
comes the
responsibility to
focus our efforts and
resources on the
needs of popcorn
processors and
growers.
From the groundbreaking work of
Dr. Bruce Ashman
to the advances
in performance
that have occurred
over the past thirty years under the direction of Dr. Max
Robbins, Ag Alumni Seed’s Director of Research, to the
research underway by Dr. Fernando Enrique Cardenas and
Pablo Vergani our Popcorn Breeding team, Ag Alumni Seed
has established itself as the world’s leading supplier of high
performing, high quality popcorn hybrids that provide the
different combinations of regional adaptation, maturity,
disease resistance, yield, kernel size and popping expansion
and other characteristics that the industry demands.
Most of our seed is produced by our own highly
experienced professional staff at our 2,600 acre facility
near Romney, Indiana in the heart of the US Corn Belt. By
producing our own seed, we ensure that we are growing and
delivering the highest quality products possible. All of our
seed lots are inspected, tested and certified to AOSCA (and
as required ISTA) standards by an independent, ISO certified

and USDA accredited agency. All popcorn seed lots have
GMO free certification.
Ag Alumni Seed also grows and markets parent seed stocks
of Soft Red Winter Wheat and oats as well as providing
contract growing and conditioning services to the global seed
industry. If you have any questions or if we can help with your
seed needs, please don’t hesitate to contact us at:
Agricultural Alumni Seed Improvement Association, Inc.
PO Box 158
Romney, Indiana 47981
USA
Voice: 1-800-822-7134 or 765-538-3145
E-mail: agalumni@agalumniseed.com
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Bösch Boden Spies (BBS) expands
its nut portfolio with Hazelnuts
from Hazelnut Growers of Oregon
• Bösch Boden Spies now offers singleorigin hazelnuts with its new partner
Hazelnut Growers of Oregon (HGO)
• HGO is the largest grower owned
producer of U.S. Hazelnuts based in
the Willamette Valley in Oregon
• The steady extension of acreage of
the Hazelnut Farmers will soon turn
Oregon into one of the major growing
origins for Hazelnuts in the world
Together with its new partner, Hazelnut
Growers of Oregon, Bösch Boden Spies
strives for establishing hazelnuts from
Oregon in the European market.
99% of U.S. hazelnuts are grown in the
Willamette Valley in the state of Oregon,
which boasts an ideal climate for growing
the world’s highest quality hazelnuts.
Today, Oregon nuts represent already
4% of the world’s crop. Annual crop size
averaged about 38,000 tons over the last
5 years and is expected to more than
double in the next five years, which will
make Oregon the second biggest origin
for Hazelnuts.

Consistent high-quality
production and processing
practices make Oregon a safe and
exciting new source of hazelnuts
for European markets.
Hazelnuts from Oregon have
a mild, sophisticated flavor
described as sweet, rich, and
with a note of “brown-butter”.
This makes them ideal for
confectionery products and
baked goods, but also for snack
food manufacturers. Moreover,
Hazelnuts are a rich source
of dietary fiber, vitamin E,
magnesium, and heart healthy B
vitamins.
Hazelnut Growers of Oregon
is a farmer-owned cooperative
with over 200 farmer members,
which represent 1/4 of Oregon’s
Hazelnut tonnage. In its new
state-of-the-art processing facility, HGO
processes Hazelnuts under rigorous
safety and quality standards into different
ingredients ready to be used in various
food applications around the globe. Food

Safety is important to HGO, they are
certified SQF Level 3.
BBS now offers these single-origin
hazelnuts from Oregon in different
qualities such as whole and diced
Hazelnuts in a raw as well as roasted
format.
About Bösch Boden Spies
Bösch Boden Spies is one of Europe’s
leading full-service B2B suppliers of
high-quality ingredients for the European
trade and food industry. Based on
exclusive partnerships with the world’s
leading quality producers, we have been
importing fruits and nuts for over 100
years and develop innovative product
solutions together with our customers
in the categories of Fruit & Nut Snacks,
Chocolate and Confectionery, Baked
Goods and Cereals, Dairy Products,
Beverages, Savory and Healthcare
Nutrition.
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An Exciting Year for
Oregon Hazelnuts
By: Lisa Mooney

Setton Farms pistachios is your choice for premium quality California
pistachios. As America’s second largest grower, processor and marketer of
California pistachios, our expertise in foreign markets and commitment to
unparalleled customer service makes us your ideal partner. Find out today
how Setton Farms “Best Tasting Pistachios” can help your business grow
for years to come.

Due to its unique location
on the 45th parallel, Oregon’s
moderate climate, ample
precipitation and rich volcanic
soil provide ideal growing
conditions for Oregon
Hazelnuts.
Hazelnuts have become center
stage as the category for plantbased foods and beverages is
rapidly growing. Consumers
are enjoying more hazelnuts
for a variety of reasons:
superior taste, quality, health
and nutrition attributes, and
availability. Hazelnuts have
grown in popularity and are
quickly establishing themselves
as the new nut, leading
innovative product launches in
top growing categories today.
Recently I corresponded with
Andrea Fields, Inside Sales
Manager for Hazelnut Growers
of Oregon (HGO), and she
shared insight on the exciting

ventures that are currently happening
and what the future of hazelnut exports
looks like for the rest of this year.
1. Are any new partnerships in the
works for 2021?
HGO is launching its bulk hazelnut
products on the Alibaba.com site. The
purpose is to have a broader reach
to smaller foodservice operators and
manufacturers that are not able to
source elsewhere due to minimum order
quantities. This will assist in giving
Oregon hazelnuts exposure to overseas
markets we are currently not in. HGO
will have a wholesale product portfolio
page which will provide another platform
to reach customers. With the millions of
buyers that utilize Alibaba.com to source
materials and products we hope to see
great success with this new channel of
trade.

to approach potential new customers.
Initially BBS will be issuing a press release
announcing our partnership which
will be followed up with a sample box
of innovative products and literature.
Later in the year there will be additional
communications via written and digital
communication platforms.
4. What selling points or health
attributes make Oregon Hazelnuts so
desirable?
Some of the health attributes

of hazelnuts include being rich in
both Omega 6 and 9 (which balance
cholesterol), they have the highest ORAC
(Oxygen Radical Absorbent Capacity)
measurement of any nut, they contain
antioxidants that are 20 times more
potent than Vitamin C and 50 times
more than Vitamin E, and they are a
good source of Vitamin B which boost
immunity health.
Selling points of Oregon Hazelnuts
include; 99% of American hazelnuts are
Continued on page 18

2. What other market areas is HGO
focused on for expanding exports of
hazelnuts?
HGO started a partnership with a
globally known agency, Bosch Boden
Spies (BBS) located in Hamburg,
Germany. BBS is known for their
innovation and marketing concepts and
ability to create new markets for their
customers. Their area of expertise is
supplying high quality, natural fruit and
nut ingredients.
3. What does HGO hope to achieve
with this collaboration and how will
this be executed?
Our goal is to educate the industrial
European market on Oregon hazelnuts.
This includes offering the highest quality
standard of hazelnuts processed by
any U.S. food manufacturer, product
that is vertically owned and operated
utilizing best sustainable practices, and
guaranteed longevity with a growerowned supply that can meet global
demand.
There is also a strategic year-long plan
the natural food exporter magazine
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The buzz around
sustainability and specifically,
“regenerative agriculture”
has spread rapidly around the
world. Conversations around
cleaner air, maintaining soil
nutrients, supporting water
tables and reducing carbon
emissions have become
important global priorities.
The time has clearly come to put
ideas into actions with meaningful and
measurable impacts. The path from the
academic abstract to practical reality;
however, may seem a little daunting.
What does “regenerative agriculture”
really look like? It sounds good to reduce
carbon and preserve water resources,
but how does that actually play out in
modern farming practice? Often the best
way to chart a new path is simply one
foot in front of the other. That’s precisely
what Jerry and Cindy Glaser did. For this
unique couple, sustainability is truly a
lifestyle — the creation and cultivation
of an ecosystem that relies on a careful
balance of land, animals, plants and
water. Based in central Nebraska, Jerry

and Cindy began revamping their
farming operation well before the words
“regenerative agriculture” were even put
together. And it wasn’t easy. “The path to
organic farming is a rocky, narrow road.
We hit setback after setback. But Jerry
is so darn stubborn, we just kept going.”
laughs Cindy.
Together, Jerry and Cindy have
mastered the art of bio-dynamic soil
enrichments. Their secret? Constantly
growing something — cultivating cover
crops that drink up the sun, absorb

carbon and refuel the earth with fresh
nutrients. They also utilize compost
piles built naturally from resources on
the farm, and supplement with minerals,
microbes and fish emulsions for higher
nutrient crops.
Popcorn has proven to be the perfect
addition to the Glaser’s crop rotations —
its lighter canopy allowing for turnips,
rye and clover to grow between rows.
Glasers utilize their cover crops and
popcorn stalks to graze their cattle that
naturally thrive on the nutrient dense

plants – no need for antibiotics, growth
hormones, or GMO feed. Crops are
carefully rotated for optimum nutrition
(for both plant and animal) and based
on soil and plant samples. It’s a complex
and dynamic science, certainly. But
this symbiotic relationship between
healthy animals, land, plants and
humans — empowers everyone to live
well. It’s hard, but it’s worth it.
Preferred Popcorn works very
closely with the Glasers and other farm
families to expand the use of these best
practices. Today, the company works
with nearly 100 farmers across several
states, prioritizing plant and soil health

in the growth of their non-GMO and
certified organic popcorn. This summer,
Preferred Popcorn will launch a new
organic white popcorn, grown primarily
by the Glasers, and available directly to
home consumers through Amazon and
other online grocery platforms.
“We are passionate about great
popcorn,” says Sam Krug, Preferred’s
General Manager. “It’s a nutritious,
healthy snack — from beginning to end.

Sustainable agriculture and high-quality
food go hand in hand. Not every farming
operation will look like Glasers, but
all of our farmers are very focused on
caring for and enriching the resources
we’ve been given.”
To learn more about Preferred
Popcorn and their commitment to
sustainability in both growing and
packaging their popcorn, visit www.
preferredpopcorn.com.
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Continued from page 15
grown in Oregon which could be
considered a single origin species. Oregon
hazelnuts deliver consistent high-quality
production practices and exceptional
varieties. They offer a stable origin with
the annual crop size averaged at about
38,000 tons over the last five years, (which
is expected to more than double in the
next five years), making Oregon the
second largest origin for hazelnuts.

5. What does the future look like
for hazelnuts for the remainder
of 2021?
With the majority of the 2020
Oregon hazelnut crop being committed
and/or sold the outlook is positive
for the upcoming 2021 harvest. As
more consumer-packaged goods are
formulated using hazelnuts, the demand
is anticipated to grow to support Oregon’s
hazelnut industry.

Continued from page 6
completed in order to keep rates up to
a certain level. Once the contracts were
completed, carriers kept blank sailings for
another seven weeks, thereby creating a
backlog of bookings.”
Monroe acknowledges that there
has been a surge in demand for
capacity, but adds, “But what made
this so terribly difficult was the early
manipulation by the carriers to create a
tremendous backlog. So, if the carriers
did not create this problem, they
certainly were a major contributor to
this mess.”
Could this have something to do with
creating more demand than supply
and in turn increasing the amount
charged to the supplier/manufacturer
to export their products. It would not
have anything to do with cornering
and monopolizing the market!? Since
this is only speculation on my part, I
am compiled to look more at future
outcome if this is not rectified. I will
refer to the press release my supplier
sent me that sums it up well…Add it
all up — rising consumer demand,
very low inventories, a halt to some
bookings, voyage delays, vessel and
container capacity curbed by Suez
Canal fallout — and it’s a recipe for
more bare shelves at American stores. I
will be back with Part 2 next issue. And
with that I will see you at The Natural
Products Expo in Baltimore pending
any cancellations.

Continued on page 18
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THE KETCHUP

EXPERTS!

Ken Pond
Plant Manager
and Ketchup Expert
22+ Years Experience

Meet our new Plant Manager, Ken Pond. For over 22 years, Ken has learned everything there is to know
about the formulation of ketchup. It’s a science & an art. What does that mean for our private brand
ketchup customers? Everything. Ken, along with our entire team of Ketchup Experts, can expertly craft
your ketchup brand into serving your customers what they crave. Better-for-You ingredients and a highquality taste that your customers want along with the flexibility and complete focus that you need.
Partner with The Fremont Company for all of your private brand ketchup needs and give your
customers what they want.
CAPABILITIES INCLUDE:

Organic | Non GMO | Kosher | Better for You | Export
The Fremont Company • Mike Hackbarth
Mike.Hackbarth@FremontCompany.com • 716.627.4369
www.PLKetchup.com
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Scott Carrington Hannah, age 81, passed peacefully Thursday
February 11th surrounded by his loving wife of 61 years; Lynn, son
John, and daughters Susan and Patty. As Scott passed, the first
snowflakes began to fall. In true Scott “grand” fashion, those few
snowflakes turned into the 2021 snowstorm. We know Scott was
looking down upon us with that grin on his face, while slapping his
knee.
Scott was born in Evanston, Illinois May 17th, 1939. He is
predeceased by his parents George and Wilma Hannah, and
his brother George. Over the years he entertained many with
his legendary stories about growing up near the shores of Lake
Michigan in Lake Forest. “Did I tell you about the time…” he
would usually begin. Those lucky enough to be the recipient of his
stories would often roll their eyes, knowing they had likely heard
it all before. But truth be told, everybody enjoyed a “Scott” story.
The story itself wasn’t always relevant, it was the story teller we
enjoyed who had such joy passing along his tales of adventure while
imparting bits of wisdom.
From Illinois Scott moved to Boulder, Colorado to become a
Buffalo at the University of Colorado. While in the registration
line the first day at school, Scott met Lynn Halvorsen. Their love of
adventure started in college, from enjoying Scott’s SAE frat parties,
to skiing the beautiful Colorado mountains. Later, they married
and had their first daughter, Susan. After Boulder they moved to
Northern California for Scott’s job with Proctor and Gamble. In
1965 they moved to the Pacific Northwest where their 2nd child
Patty was born in 1966, and a year later son John was born. Scott
entered the food industry working at Nalley’s Fine Foods, and then
Western Farmers Association.
In 1975 Pacific Valley Foods was formed. Scott and Lynn were
the natural food exporter magazine
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pioneers in the frozen food business as one of the early companies
to export frozen foods. What set them apart was their desire to
treat their colleagues and customers as true friends, and they did.
Many a time they were invited to share meals at customer’s homes,
or spend a weekend with a supplier and their family. Scott will be
missed by so many in the industry who enjoyed his quick wit, deep
knowledge, and his authenticity. When you worked with Scott, you
knew what he stood for. His “no pretense” attitude was respected
and admired and perhaps sometimes initially feared, as his
personality matched his looming figure. But once you got to know
Scott, you knew he was one of the “real” legends in the industry.
Scott loved being involved in his community from working on
the Medina Emergency committee, coaching basketball for the
Boys & Girls Club, being a Tyee donor for the UW, spending time at
Overlake Country Club, or attending Bellevue Presbyterian Church.
But Scott’s greatest gift he left behind was his love and devotion for
family. Scott and Lynn’s love for adventure was always apparent in
the many activities they did with the entire family, from the many
years they vacationed in Poipu, Kauai to their involvement in the
Newport Hills Swim and Tennis Club, to ski trips back to their
beloved Aspen, CO. But nowhere was the passion more apparent
than when they were boating. Their 55 year long boating journey
began with a 17 foot boat, 3 small kids, a dog, and a tent. They
joined Meydenbauer Yacht Club in Bellevue, and later Seattle
Yacht Club. They enjoyed the San Juan Islands and in particular
Roche Harbor (where today the family still celebrates 4th of July).
Later they cruised annually to Desolation Sound and further
North on their boat “Eleuthera”, named from the island in the
Bahamas which means “Freedom”. Nowhere was their joy for life
so apparent than when they were up North fishing and cruising in
solitude or meeting up with club friends. They also “sail gated” for
many years to the UW Husky football games, participated in the
annual Christmas Lighted boat parade and volunteered their time
taking wonderful people on their boat for the Meydenbauer Special
People’s Cruise.
Scott is survived by his wife Lynn, daughter Susan and husband
Aaron (and his kids John, Kelsey and husband Ryan), grandchild
Laura and husband Devin and great grandchild Cameron,
grandchild Michelle and fiancé Mike, daughter Patty and husband
Bret, grandchildren Kalyn and Nolan, son John and wife Nicole,
grandchildren Caroline and Ava, and numerous extended family
and cherished friends.
Those might not know that Scott was a very spiritual person.
“Adieu” which adorns the rafters above the walkway by the Roche
Harbor gardens means “I commend you to God”. We present you
to God Scott, and look forward to seeing you again!
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Q &A

Saving the Raleigh State Farmer’s Market!
The Dorothea Dix Park Conservancy
Group has funded the development of a plan
that would fundamentally change the face of
the Raleigh State Farmers Market in the next
20 years in ways that are not reflective of the
mission of the North Carolina Department of
Agriculture. More importantly, these changes
would be to the detriment of family-owned
businesses, farmers and people in need
across North Carolina. This plan, which was
approved by the Raleigh City Council and will
cost an estimated $50 million, would displace
long standing tenants of the market in favor
of luxury condominiums, playgrounds and
boutique hotel.
Q: How will the Local Farmers be
affected?
A: They will lose many of their largest
customers as well as a centralized selling
point for them. The Produce Wholesalers
at the State Farmers market buy thousands
of tons of produce each year from our
local Farmers. Fruit stands, restaurants,
grocery stores and others all come to the
Farmer’s Market now to buy because all of
the farmers and all of the buyers are in one
place. If you dilute the sellers there, you will
dilute the buyers and they won’t have
a reason to visit this market. They’ll likely
go to the Columbia market instead where
they can get all of what they need in one
place. Thus supporting SC farmers instead
of our own.
Q: How much do Produce Wholesalers
on the market buy from local NC Farmers?
A: An estimated $15,000,000 annually is
purchased from NC Farmers.
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Q: Who are the vendors currently on the
market that will be phased out with the
Master Plan?
A: Jones Produce, Ward’s Triad Produce,
Danan Produce, R&H Produce, The Inner
Faith Food Shuttle, Food Runners (The
group that provides Meals on Wheels),
Ford’s Produce, Ford’s Gourmet Foods,
Unlimited Produce, Alvarado and Sons,
Dennis Ennis Produce, Country Boy
Produce, Layton’s Produce & L&M Produce.
By Peter Guyer

Q: Does Dix Park need the additional
acreage from the State Farmer’s Market to
be a successful park?
A: No. Dix Park already has more acreage
per citizen than Central Park. (NYC 10,146
residents to each acre vs Raleigh 1,539
residents per acre). This is enough room
for 16 times the population of Raleigh to
stand in the park at one time. The additional
20 acres the City is taking from the NC
Government is unnecessary for the park to
be a success.
Q: Is the City of Raleigh trying to
relocate the Farmer’s Market, remove it,
or fundamentally change it?
A: The plan is to transform it from the
successful, profitable and enjoyable State
Farmer’s Market that supports the Farmer
and we’ve all come to love, to a boutique
market with little to no Produce Wholesalers
which has proved to be an unsuccessful
recipe at the other Farmer’s Markets in NC.
In the words of former Farmer’s Market
Manager Ronnie Best, (who is the past
President of the National Association of
Produce Market Managers and still serves
on the association board), “All of a sudden
that land became more valuable and
everything attached to it. The developers are

licking their chops on everything around
that park. The thing about the market, is it’s
completely self-supporting. The market has
a $1.4 million budget, and wholesalers pay
a little more than half that with leases. It’s
sad,” Best said. “And I think what they want
to make is a frou-frou market.”
Q: What is “Value Capture” and how
does it apply to Dorothea Dix Park and
the State Farmer’s Market Master Plan?
A: One of the proposed ways to pay for
the improvements of Dorothea Dix Park
and the State Farmer’s Market is through
“Value Capture.” In layman’s terms, if
a property is nearby the State Farmer’s
Market or Dorothea Dix Park, it’s value will
increase due to its proximity. Therefore, the
city (Raleigh) will be able to charge higher
taxes for those in the area because of their
perceived benefits.
Q: It’s been stated that the reason for
removing the Produce Wholesalers from
the Master Plan of the State Farmer’s
Market is because their buildings are old
and beyond their useful life. Is this true?
A: The buildings have many more years
of life. They were built using concrete and
steel and only 27 years old. Every Produce
Wholesalers has an excellent or better food
safety rating (which wouldn’t be possible in
a decrepit building). Many State buildings
are much older and still in service, including
the Governor’s Mansion that was built in
1891, and the former State Farmer’s Market
on Hodges Street built in 1956 that the NC
Prison System still uses as a warehouse
facility.
The building review by HH Architecture
on behalf of the Dix Group, describes the

Raleigh, North Carolina
Farmer’s Market Cooperative

L&M Companies

Ward’s Triad Produce

R&H Produce

At L&M we love our produce and take great pride
in our farms.

Family owned and operated wholesale produce
distributor since 1934

North Carolina’s most trusted wholesale produce
company. Serving the state for over 30 years

+1-919-981-8000

+1-919-828-4161

+1-919-828-1744

www.lmcompanies.com

www.wardproduce.com

www.rhproduce.com

Raleigh, NC 27604 USA

Raleigh, NC 27603 USA

1117 Agriculture St. Raleigh, NC 27603

Danan Produce
Danan Farms is a top-notch wholesale supplier
of fresh fruits, vegetables, and specialty produce
to some of the Triangle’s finest restaurants,
hotels, caterers, & gourmet groceries.

+1-919-664-8181

Alvarado & Sons
Produce LLC

Country Boy Produce
Fresh Seasonal Produce Picked and shipped the
same day for maximum freshness!

+1-919-602-6480

+1-919-630-5899

alvaradoandsonsproducellc@gmail.com

www.countryboyproduce.com

State Farmers Market, 1109 Agriculture St.
Raleigh, NC 27603

1201 Agriculture St.
Raleigh, NC, United States, 27603

1225 Farmers Market Drive, Box 18,
Raleigh, NC 27603

Unlimited Produce

Dennis Ennis Produce

FRUIT & VEGETABLES IN RALEIGH, NC

The freshest produce that you can find around!

Foodservice Distributor
Wholesale & Supply Store

+1-919-828-3588

+1-919-829-3820

+1-919 369-7227

1225 Farmers Market Dr.
Southwest - Raleigh, NC 27603

1225 Farmers Market Dr.,
Raleigh, NC 27603

1225 Farmers Market Dr.,
Raleigh, NC 27603

1109 Agriculture Street
State Farmers Market
Raleigh, NC 27603 | 919-833-7647

1109 Agriculture Street
State Farmers Market
Raleigh, NC 27603 | 919-833-7559

www.dananfarms.com

Jones Produce

Layton’s Produce
Providing the Triangle area and beyond with the
best produce and customer service for over
30 years.

24 hr Order Phone:
+1-919-833-6966
www.laytonsproduce.com
1117 Agriculture St., Raleigh, NC 27603

The Inner Faith Food Shuttle Food Runners

The group that provides Meals on Wheels. Your Impact. Your Community. Your Solution to Ending Hunger.

+1-919-250-0043

INFO@FOODSHUTTLE.ORG

www.foodshuttle.org

1001 Blair Drive, Suite 120, Raleigh, NC 27603
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general condition of the Produce
Wholesalers buildings as “good’ but
needing some attention as in repainting and
caulking. This is normally considered as
expected, normal maintenance. These are
the same buildings that are good enough to
be re-purposed in the Dix Plan.
Q: What is the Farmer’s Market going to
become instead of a Market for Our Local
Farmers?
A: The Farmer’s Market master plan
includes 450,000 square feet of mixed use
Condos, Retail, Brewery and Restaurant
Tenants.
Q: Is the Market going to close?
A: No, that is not the published plan,
but the market you now know it will go
away. The plan is to reduce the size of
the Farmer’s Market by eliminating the
Produce Wholesalers food distribution that
now helps large and small farmers supply
restaurants and grocery stores. Then make
it more of a retail market with a few farmers
and a few vendors, along with playgrounds,
condos and pathways. We feel that losing the
look and feel of a true Farmer’s Market will
have a very negative impact on the long-term
future of this market.
Q: Will the Department of Agriculture
cancel your leases?
A: They say they would not and we
believe them. But all they need to do is let
our leases run their 3 remaining years and
then not renew.
Q: Does this market only sell local
produce?
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A: No. This market receives and sells a
produce from all over the world on a daily
basis. With the large volume being sold
daily, it is easy for the Produce Wholesalers
to use local produce when available to meet
orders. In fact, approximately $15,000,000
worth of local produce was sold by our
Produce Wholesalers last year, among the
over 3,151.732 packages of produce sold thru
this market in 2018.
This market had its humble roots in the
Blake Street market downtown in the 1940’s.
It moved to Hodges Street around 1952 and
to this market in 1992. It has taken decades
to develop this market to this level and it is
successful only because it is actually needed.
It will not be easily replaced.

planned as buyers will not drive out to the
new market. The Maryland Commissioner
recently visited our market hoping to learn
what would help the Jessup market.
If the Produce Wholesalers are forced to
move to another area, it will take about 70
acres. That many affordable acres will be
many miles from Raleigh, maybe in another
county. Cost to local business will increase
substantially and service levels will have
to decrease. Also, this will cause our local
farmers to deliver to two markets instead
of one, and dilute the buyers for our local
farmers, thus hurting their business.
We already have a successful farmers
market that is being coped by other states.
Why would we break it up and let it go away?

Q: Why don’t the Produce Wholesalers
and truckers just move to another area
close by?
A: The current market is situated only
about 2.5 miles from downtown Raleigh,
near our quickly expanding population and
the actively growing, world class restaurant
scene located there.
Other major metropolitan areas have
embraced their Produce Wholesalers
Farmers Markets, keeping them close in
and near where the buyers are located.
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago,
San Francisco, Los Angeles as well as other
cities, have kept their markets located in
the core of the City in which they operate.
They know it is critically important to keep a
major food hub close by. When the markets
in Washington and Baltimore were closed
and one market was built between the two
in Jessup Maryland, that market has not
attracted as many buyers that they had

Q: How about the development of
Spring Hill?
A: Spring Hill is a plot of land of about
130 acres next to Centennial Boulevard on
the Dix Park side. We know the State has
been trying to attract a major company to
develop Spring Hill. Is the sacrifice of the
Produce Wholesalers, the Food Shuttle and
the conversion of the Produce Wholesalers
portion of the market into restaurants,
condos and a hotel an effort to help market
Spring Hill to a company like Apple?
We don’t know but we hope not.
HOW CAN YOU HELP?
Add your voice to those opposing this
plan in two ways: #1. Take Action Contact
the Dorothea Dix Conservancy Group:
sean.e.malone@dixparkconservancy.org
919-774-3165 Current Mayor of Raleigh:
mary-ann.baldwin@raleighnc.gov 919996-3050 and the NC Department of
Agriculture: steve.troxler@ncagr.gov 919707-3000 Additional emails can be found
on the SavingTheMarket.com website and
are also on a separate handout. Contact
someone you know as well as everyone on
this list! Let them know that you stand with
NC Farmers and the Raleigh State Farmers
Market. #2. SIGN THE PETITION NOW
at: savingthemarket.com Please send your
suggestions to The Committee to Save
the Raleigh State Farmers Market, info@
SavingTheMarket.com

X WINNING LINEUP X
NEW !

RIGHT AMOUNT OF SWEET
& HEAT MAKES BONE SUCKIN'®
HONEY & HABANERO WING SAUCE
THE NATIONAL CHAMPION! MAKE
CHAMPIONSHIP WINGS TONIGHT.
EASY RECIPE ON THE BOTTLE!

THE PERFECT WING
SAUCE FOR EVEN THE
PICKIEST OF CROWDS. BE THE
HERO OF THE BARBECUE &
FINISH FIRST IN THE
COMPLIMENTS!

SMELL THE AROMA OF GARLIC
& ENJOY THE SWEET TASTE OF HONEY
WHILE YOUR FAMILY DEVOURS THE CHICKEN
WINGS! BONE SUCKIN'® GARLIC &
HONEY WING SAUCE WILL QUICKLY
BECOME YOUR FAVORITE!

GRAB A JAR TODAY! EASY-TO-FOLLOW RECIPES ON THE BOTTLE!
Non GMO • Kosher • Gluten Free • No HFCS

For Product Information & Ordering 1-800-446-0947 or Sales@BoneSuckin.com
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Graceland Fruit Kicks Off 2021 with Renewed
Focus, Brand Identity, and Website
®

Pioneering producer and
global distributor of infused
dried fruit ingredients
introduces a new brand identity
and website to better reflect
its renewed focus on the
commercial food ingredient
market and its heritage of
exceptional product and service
performance
Graceland Fruit, Inc., a leading producer
and global distributor of premium quality
dried fruit ingredients for the food industry,
unveiled an updated brand identity and
website today. The refreshed brand and
website were created to better reflect
the Company’s renewed focus on the
commercial food ingredient market and its
heritage of delivering exceptional product
and service performance that delights
innovative food manufacturers and their
consumers.
Refocused: “Graceland Fruit
pioneered the infused dried fruit ingredient
category nearly 50 years ago,” said Jeffrey
Seeley, Executive Chairman of the Board
& CEO. “In doing so, we exponentially
expanded the market for tart cherries,
cranberries, blueberries, apples, and more
by creating entirely new food applications
and year-round utilization opportunities for
these crops.”
While ingredients have always been its
core business, the Company entered the
retail consumer packaged foods sector
in 2013 with a line of Graceland Fruit®
branded products. “The products enjoyed
strong consumer acceptance and loyalty.
However, we ultimately recognized that
retail product sales and marketing is not
our core competency,” Seeley said. “In
2020, we made the strategic decision to
exit retail as a branded CPG marketer.

Graceland Fruit exports its dried fruit to over 60 countries worldwide.
We are once again 100% laser-focused
on supplying exceptional ingredients
to innovative consumer packaged food,
foodservice, and other food companies who
develop, manufacture and market their own
products and brands.”
Consumer demand for delicious,
nutritious, immunity-boosting foods made
with authentic, all-natural ingredients is
skyrocketing. Graceland Fruit ingredients
are made from fresh frozen fruit that
retains its superfruit status throughout the
Company’s proprietary infusion and drying
process. As an ingredient, they add uniquely
distinctive taste, texture, visual and
nutrition appeal to a wide range of foods.
“We delight our customers with exceptional
product and service performance, making
it easy for them to delight their consumers
with delicious, on-trend products,” Seeley
noted.

Rebranded: With renewed channel
and customer focus, the Company
undertook a rigorous and comprehensive
review of its brand positioning and visual
identity. “The Graceland Fruit logo has not
changed since the company was founded in
1973,” Seeley said. “This was a perfect time
to refresh the look and feel of our brand
to ensure clear communication of who we
serve, what we do, how we uniquely do it,
and why.”
The new brand identity features a
more contemporary logo that pays
homage to the Company’s heritage while
adding prominence to the brand name,
better communicating its expertise, and
providing a design architecture and visual
system that supports future growth and
innovation. Coupled with its new tagline,
We deliver delightTM, the new Graceland
Fruit brand identity is the foundation for

communication across all touchpoints,
including packaging, business materials,
sales collateral, social media, website, and
beyond.
Renewed Website: “We are
excited to introduce the fresh new look and
enhanced functionality of our digital home
base, GracelandFruit.com,” said Seeley. “It
is completely reimagined, redesigned, and
restructured to make it easy for current and
potential customers to learn more about
our products, our process, our growers, and
our services. Most importantly, it is a source
of inspiration for use applications and
innovation. It also serves as an on-demand
resource center for product information,
industry trends and insights, and other
tools to help our customers delight their
consumers and profitably grow their
business,” he continued.
The new website is fully responsive,
mobile-optimized, and easy to navigate.
The expanded resource hub includes

downloadable product specifications,
certification documentation, statements of
compliance, and brochures. It also houses
the Graceland Fruit press room and blog,
Bits ‘n Pieces monthly newsletter, industry
events calendar, and more. “Direct links
make it easy to request samples, connect
with Graceland Fruit ingredient experts,
or initiate new product collaboration from
anywhere on the site,” Seeley noted. “We
invite food and beverage manufacturers,
foodservice operators and distributors,
and the food industry at large from around
the globe to explore our new site and learn
more about how we deliver delightTM
through exceptional product and service
performance.”
About Graceland Fruit, Inc.:
We deliver delightTM. Graceland Fruit is a
leading producer and global distributor
of premium quality dried fruit ingredients
for the food industry. We make authentic
ingredients that add distinctive taste,

texture, visual, and nutrition appeal to
a wide variety of delicious foods. Some
of the largest and most prestigious food
companies in the world include our
exceptional infused dried fruit, juice
concentrate and Soft-N-FrozenTM fruit
ingredients in their products and menu
items. Our premium quality dried fruits,
service excellence, reliable supply, and
collaborative innovation make it easy for
our customers to surprise and delight their
consumers. Learn more at GracelandFruit.
com.

Meet us at the following Food Expos:
• Taipei International Bakery Show
• Bakery China
• SIAL China

We produce premium quality dried fruit
ingredients used by innovative food

manufacturers and providers around

the world to create delicious, on-trend
consumer products.

Proud to be
Product of the USA

Our Difference
Exceptional
Growers

Exceptional
Process

Exceptional
Service

Exceptional
Innovation

Learn More! GracelandFruit.com | 800-352-7181 | info@gracelandfruit.com | Frankfort, MI
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Stahlbush Island Farms
Hope for the Future of Farming
The past year has brought our world
uncertain and challenging times, but has
also given us a moment to reflect on the
very core of farming: hope. When some
see an empty field, we see hope for the
future. When sprouts start to grow in our
fields, we see hope that our world will be
fed nutritiously. Stahlbush Island Farms
has the privilege of growing and processing
the highest quality fruits and vegetables
which we supply to all 50 states and over a
dozen countries. Hope fuels our decisions
here at Stahlbush. We continue to be
committed to meeting the needs of today
without compromising the needs of future
generations.

Resilience in Action
Our Stahlbush team has been working
around the clock to provide wholesome
fruits and vegetables for consumers,
retailers, and food manufacturers. We
work hard every day to make the best
decisions possible. Farming is a balance
between producing food, managing natural
resources, dealing with uncertainty, and
supporting our employees. As an SQF level
3 certified operation for over 10 years,
our commitment to meet all food safety

requirements is driven by our desire to
provide safe, healthy food for our families,
employees, and customers. Our farm is
more than just a farm, it is our home.

Rooted in Sustainability
Stahlbush is proud to be early adopters
of sustainability and innovation. As the
first farm to be certified Sustainable
in 1997, we take a holistic approach to
sustainability - focusing on soil health, water
conservation, wildlife habitat, innovation,
and social responsibility. We strongly
believe sustainability is about sustaining
our community. Every year, Stahlbush
donates at least one million servings of
fruits and vegetables to local foodbanks.
We are committed to employee and food
safety, supporting our local growers and
communities, and green energy production.
In 2009, we built the first biogas plant of its
kind in the US, which converts agricultural
by-product into green energy. Today, all
of our fruit and vegetable waste goes to
the biogas plant. In addition to electricity
to power our processing plant, the biogas
plant provides steam for boilers, hot water
for sanitation, hot air to dry pumpkin seeds,
and natural fertilizer to nurture our crops.

“Sunrise” artwork by founder and co-owner, Karla Chambers

The Art of a Perfect Harvest
Farming and art go hand in hand here
at Stahlbush. Karla Chambers, Founder
and Co-Owner, works art onto each of
our product bags to share the beauty of
Oregon’s lush farmland. As a farmer in the
Willamette Valley, her paintings depict
a lifetime of agricultural influences. As a
child, she rode horseback to move cattle
from one range to another through fields
of desert flowers. The flowers were a refuge
that radiated with brilliant colors amidst a
dry landscape where life was difficult and
water was precious. In her mind, beauty
and harvest have always gone hand in
hand. Karla’s powerful sense of color and
landscape expresses the nurturing and
protective values of family life, the rhythms
of climate and soil, and complexities of
the business world—all expressions of the
many crosscurrents in her world: family,
agriculture, business, and economics.
Karla’s painting on this magazine cover
features a sunrise over Oregon’s Mt. Hood
with beautiful lilies symbolizing hope for
our world.

Growing Green Energy
Stahlbush Island Farms is a family owned
and operated farm that grows and processes
frozen fruits, vegetables, grains, and legumes
along with frozen and aseptic purees. Stahlbush
believes in keeping the land fertile for future
generations through sustainable practices.
We harness the power of plants by converting
agricultural by-product into clean energy for
our processing plants and natural fertilizer for
crops. Our product line is non-GMO, glutenfree, vegan, and Kosher. For more information
and a complete list of products, please visit
www.stahlbush.com to learn more.

Touchstone Pistachio Company
Transparency, Performance & Commitment
Touchstone Pistachio Company, located
in the heart of California’s San Joaquin
Valley, is the newest member of the
international pistachio community. We are
a family-owned growing and processing
operation and one of the more relevant
pistachio suppliers in the world.
We are often asked what motivated us to
build a pistachio processing facility. Why
now? Why us? Who are we as a company?

We Know how to grow
We have been in farming for over 25 years
and are continually investing in sustainable
farming, and irrigation practices that
ensure our success for years to come. Our
commitment to growth extends beyond
the orchard and into our relationships with

our employees and partners; Touchstone
Pistachio Company is a testament to that
commitment

Through Touchstone Pistachio Company,
we extend these capabilities to the world.

We know how to build
We are no stranger to residential,
commercial and industrial development.
Touchstone Pistachio Company’s
production facility will feature the latest
food-processing technology. Our aim is to
build to our industry’s future, no just to the
needs of today.

We know how to serve
We are dedicated to growing,
feeding, nourishing, and educating our
communities. We fulfill our purpose by
serving our customers and consumers.

Throughout our business endeavors, we
pride ourselves on our core-competency:
relationships. Business partnerships are
built on synergistic opportunities while
acting ethically and being a good steward
in this industry that we are so fortunate to
be a part of. We look forward to partnering
with you and trust we share your dedication
to relationships based on transparency,
performance, and a commitment to solving
issues if they arise.
For more information, please call us
at +1-559-470-3510 or email at rudy.
placencia@touchstonepistachio.com.
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Bone
Suckin’
Sauce
The Real Secret Of The Secret Sauce
When the Ford family decided to sell
their family’s ‘secret sauce’ more than
25 years ago, they thought it would be a
sentimental addition to the Gourmet Foods
side of their 4th generation family produce
business. Little did they know that were
creating a phenomenon.
And so, Bone Suckin’ Sauce (BSS) was
born. A Western North Carolina style,
tomato-based sauce sweetened with real
honey and molasses, BSS also has a hint
of apple cider vinegar, a hint of mustard,
real bits of onions and garlic, and little
bit of horseradish. And it has developed a
substantial cult following with celebrities
like Bobby Flay and Robert Downing, Jr.
admitting to keeping a jar as one of their
pantry staples.
The sauce came from my Grandma’s
recipe on my Dad’s side that was then
modified by my uncle. The name of sauce
was inspired my Grandma on my Mom’s
side. My mom, Sandi Ford, named the
sauce, Bone Suckin’ Sauce, because she
was reminded of her mom eating chicken
down to the bone.” said Patrick Ford, Vice
President of Ford’s Gourmet Foods.
What’s the real secret of the secret sauce?
“It comes down to simple, honest

ingredients. We offered a gluten free,
no high fructose corn syrup, non-GMO,
delicious sauce long before it was the
trendy thing to do,” said Ford. “And in
every product since, we have stuck to
that philosophy, and that matters to our
customers.”
BSS has been rated #1 by Food and
Wine Magazine, Newsweek Magazine, and
recognized by countless other competitions
and news outlets. The product offering has
expanded over the years to include variety
of sauces and marinades, seasonings and
rubs, and a spicy and a sweet mustard,
both of which were recently named
National Champions by Illinois Barbecue
Society.
“The accolades from the industry and
the press are nice, but what really matters
to us is what our customers say,” adds Ford.
“We get messages from customers all the
time – multiple generations enjoying BSS at
a family barbecue or customers with Celiac
disease being able to enjoy barbecue for the
first time because our original BSS is truly
gluten free. Those real stories from real
customers are everything to us.”
The Ford’s decades-long commitment to
quality products and exceptional service
is netting great results. Sales of BSS have
expanded into over 80 countries around
the world and offered consistent growth
and repeat customers year to year and thru
to partner distributors. And the Fords have
no intention of stopping there.
Said Ford, “We know there are
markets and customers we still have
not met. And we know there are ways
to extend the reach of BSS through
continued innovation and evolution
of our products. We are excited to see
where the future will take us.”
To find out what more, set up an
appointment with the BSS team at
this year’s Expo West by calling (919)
833-7647 or emailing them Sales@
BoneSuckin.com.

Bone Suckin’ Ribs Recipe
The best BBQ ribs recipe ever!
• Author: Bone Suckin’® Sauce
• Prep Time: 10 mins
• Cook Time: 3 hours 30 mins
• Total Time: 3 hours 40 mins
• Yield: 4
• Category: Entree
Ingredients
• Bone Suckin’® Sauce, 1 – 16 oz. jar
• Baby Back Pork Ribs, 5 lbs.
Instructions
1. Preheat grill or oven to 300°. Put ribs in
shallow pan and baste with Bone Suckin’
Sauce. Cover ribs with foil.
2. To Grill: Place pan with ribs on the grill
for 3 hours at 300°. Uncover, baste with Bone
Suckin’ Sauce. Raise grill temp to 350°. Cook
1/2 hour uncovered but still in pan, basting
again after first 15 minutes.
3. To Make in Oven: Bake 3 hours in oven.
Uncover, baste with Bone Suckin’ Sauce.
Raise oven temperature to 350°. Cook 30
minutes, uncovered, basting again after first
15 minutes.
Check out BoneSuckin.com to get all the
info about the best gluten free barbecue
sauce and award-winning products.
TO ORDER & FOR MORE INFORMATION
VISIT BONESUCKIN.COM OR CALL US
AT 1-919-833-7647
Bone Suckin’ Sauce is distributed by Ford’s
Gourmet Foods – a fourth generation, Raleigh,
North Carolina-based family business that
creates some of the world’s greatest tasting
gluten free foods including the internationally
acclaimed Bone Suckin’ Sauces, Fire Dancer
Jalapeno Nuts, Southern Yum.

WILD WHAT YOU MAKE
Consumers know there’s a better blueberry. You should too.

Search online for Wild Blueberries and you’ll find people talking. Wild Blueberries tell a story
of taste, of health, of real food. In all types of products, research shows Wild Blueberries help
raise purchase intent as well as taste, health, and sustainability perceptions when compared to
regular blueberries. It’s why when you pick your blueberry ingredient, PICK WILD!

There are two kinds of blueberries—one can enhance your menu.
See the research in your category at wildblueberries.com/eatwild.
Product of the USA
Food Export-Northeast prohibits discrimination in employment and services. For persons
with disabilities who require alternative means of communication or those interested in
our full non-discrimination policy, please contact us at www.foodexport.org
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Wound-healing Treatment Using Wild
Blueberries Receives MTI Grant

A University of
Maine professor of
clinical nutrition
awarded a $25,000
grant from the Maine
Technology Institute
(MTI)

University of Maine professor of
clinical nutrition Dorothy Klimis-Zacas
has been awarded a $25,000 grant from
the Maine Technology Institute (MTI) to
support research into the wound-healing
properties of bioactive compounds found
in Maine wild blueberries.
Klimis-Zacas has been researching the
favorable effects of wild blueberries on
human health for more than 20 years.
Her recent work focuses on two classes
of compounds extracted from wild

blueberries — anthocyanins and phenolic
acids — that have documented
benefits in the treatment of
chronic diseases.
Specifically, Klimis-Zacas
has found that phenolic
acids extracted from wild
blueberries significantly
promote cell migration and
the speed of wound closure.
Research on this topic was
published last year in the

Journal of Cellular Biochemistry and the
journal Nutrients, with a third manuscript
under review for publication. All three
papers are co-authored by former Ph.D.
student Panagiotis Tsakiroglou as part
of his doctoral research. A patent for the
extracts and methods used in this research
is pending.
Klimis-Zacas’ research has potential
to contribute to the field of wound
healing and skin regeneration,
including the treatment of
burns and chronic diabetic
wounds. Diabetic patients
are prone to reduced blood
flow to their extremities,
which often results in

impaired wound healing, infirmity,
increased health care costs and lower
quality of life.
The MTI grant will support KlimisZacas’ efforts to develop a biomedical
product prototype with embedded
bioactive compounds for the commercial
marketplace. These funds serve as a
partial match to a $40,000 UMaine
Medicine Seed Grant she received, which
is dedicated to funding preclinical studies
into this technology. The Wild Blueberry
Association of North America and the
USDA’s National Institute of Food and
Agriculture also have supported the
research.
Klimis-Zacas has partnered with Dr.
James Weber, UMaine associate professor
of animal and veterinary sciences,
and doctoral student Natalie
VandenAkker, to develop a path to

commercialization. The team participated
in UMaine’s I-Corps program in spring
2019, a six-week workshop funded by the
National Science Foundation that focuses
on identifying market opportunities for
STEM-based research.
The team also was recently accepted
into the spring cohort of the Maine
Innovation, Research and Technology
Accelerator (MIRTA), the university’s
commercialization accelerator. MIRTA
is an intensive program that guides
participants through market and
intellectual property analysis to develop
a business model and, ultimately, a
commercialization plan with a strategy
for bringing the research to market.
This could include starting a company,
licensing to an existing company,
or forming an extended research
collaboration with an industry partner.
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Contact us today
for best - in - class maple.

+011 802-257-8100
info@maplesource.com
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COMPANY INTRODUCTION:

“Orient Provision & Trading Company &”(OPTC) is trusted and well- known distributor partner for
FMCG brands in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia with more than 50 years of experience.
Distribution business was established in 1965 and we represent well known international brands
in food and non- food categories. We operate through 7 main distribution centers with
dedicated individual offices and warehouses along-with 25 sub-distribution centers spread well
across the Kingdom. With strong numeric and weighted distribution coverage across all trade
channels, OPTC is considered as prominent and focused distribution company in Saudi Arabia.
Our distribution network encompasses all tiers of Retail, Wholesale and Foodservice channels,
for Foodservice operations we have 24X7 delivery availability.
With strong team of more than 2000 employees, state of warehouse and logistics facilities we
assure our partners of delivering distribution goals and ensure that brands reach to target
customers/consumers.
Contact Details: Orient Provision & Trading Co., P.O. Box 11035, Jeddah 21453, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia - Email optc@optcl.net - www.optcl.net
Head fﬁce Jeddah, KSA Tel. +966 12 6690999 Fax +996 12 6609201

